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Facebook suffers biggest one-day value drop of any US company in history
Zachary Halaschak

Facebook parent company Meta shed more than $220 billion in market capitalization
on Thursday, the largest such single-day decline for a U.S. company in history.

Meta’s stock closed down more than 26% on Thursday, an 85-point decline. The drop
was largely driven by a quarterly earnings report that found the company was
hemorrhaging daily users for the first time in its history. CEO Mark Zuckerberg
personally lost about $24 billion.

Meta’s crash drove declines across the stock market, with the tech-heavy Nasdaq
composite dropping by 3.74%.

The much-anticipated report said that daily Facebook users declined by about a
half-million in the last three months of 2021, which many investors saw as a sign that
the global reach of the social media company might be peaking or has already
peaked.

Meta’s record-breaking crash smashed the previous single-day loss record set by
Apple, which lost $180 billion of its market cap in September 2020. Microsoft, Tesla,
and Amazon have all experienced single-day losses of more than $100 billion, all of
which happened in the last three years.

Late last year, Zuckerberg announced that the company would rebrand itself as Meta
in a nod to the “metaverse,” which is a term for a theoretical digital world. The
company has recently focused more of its resources on furthering the metaverse and
augmented reality.

Zuckerberg addressed employees during a virtual meeting on Thursday amid the
plunge. He encouraged the company to focus on video products given that it is facing
fierce competition from short-video platform TikTok, according to Bloomberg.

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/tag/facebook
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The Facebook founder also encouraged employees facing burnout to use their
vacation days, although he said that he didn’t think four-day work weeks would be
productive.

Stocks in a more general sense have been highly turbulent this year. The Federal
Reserve is set to raise interest rates several times this year, and the uncertainty
surrounding that tightening has had investors retreating from assets such as equities.

Chris Cuomo’s $20M war with CNN to 'clear his name' after Zucker revelation
Zucker resigned this week after admitting a romantic relationship with a co-worker
Charlie Gasparino & Eleanor Terrett - FOX Business
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Sources tell FOX Business' Charlie Gasparino that Cuomo will seek a statement from
CNN clearing his name and his $20 million contract.

The former CNN anchor is preparing the for mother-of-all legal battles with his
former employer, contending that he was improperly fired by his old boss Jeff Zucker,
who himself was ousted as head of the network earlier this week, according to people
close to CNN.

Chris Cuomo was forced out of CNN in December by Zucker, who said he was
unaware of the scope of advice his former star anchor was giving his embattled
brother, the former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo.

Zucker’s forced resignation was said to be based on a consensual romantic
relationship with Allison Gollust, CNN’s chief marketing officer and an executive vice
president, who worked both closely with and for Zucker for many years. The former
CNN chief in his resignation statement said he violated network rules by not
disclosing the relationship to his supervisors at CNN’s parent, Warner Media, a unit
of AT&T.

Atlanta, USA - October 19, 2011: Located in downtown Atlanta, Georgia next to
Centennial Olympic Park (iStock / iStock)

But Chris Cuomo’s planned legal attacks, according to people close to CNN, could
add new details to this public narrative of why Zucker was ultimately forced out of the
network he ran for the past nine years as one of the top executives in the broadcasting
world.

Chris Cuomo’s firing came amid a controversy surrounding advice he gave to his
brother who was fending off sexual harassment allegations that ultimately led to his
resignation last year.

But Chris Cuomo and his lawyers are planning to file an arbitration claim against
CNN that they are telling people will shed both new light on the circumstances
surrounding why he was fired, but also Zucker’s own journalistic ethics.

https://www.foxbusiness.com/media
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The timing of the arbitration claim – contract professionals must seek arbitration as
opposed to courts to settle disputes – is unclear though it has been described as
"soon," these people say. Cuomo could also walk away and restart his career without
the burden of a legal proceeding, but that seems unlikely for now.

FILE - Chris Cuomo attends The Hollywood Reporter's annual Most Powerful People
in Media cocktail reception on April 11, 2019. (Evan Agostini/Invision/AP, File / AP

Newsroom)

More likely, Cuomo, who anchored the highest-rated show at the network, plans to
argue that his dealings with his brother were largely disclosed to Zucker on a regular
basis. As a result his termination lacked merit.

Cuomo also plans to argue that those dealings, from a professional standpoint, aren’t
materially different from the dealings both Gollust and Zucker had with Andrew
Cuomo particularly during the early days of the COVID pandemic when they were
seeking a relationship with the former governor who had achieved rock-star like fame
and status for his daily briefings on the state’s efforts to deal with the virus.

Chris Cuomo is prepared to argue that Zucker and Gollust, herself a former adviser
to the governor, saw ratings gold in booking Andrew Cuomo on Chris Cuomo’s show
as much as possible, these people say.

Chris Cuomo is prepared to say that their interactions with Andrew Cuomo stepped
over the line from journalism to providing advice, not much different from the actions
that led to his termination.

Representatives for Zucker didn’t return telephone calls for comment. Gollust, who
remains an employee for CNN and a network spokesperson didn’t return calls for
comment.

A representative for Cuomo couldn’t be reached for comment.

Media reps for Warner Media and AT&T didn’t return calls for comment.



FBN senior correspondent Charlie Gasparino weighs in on Zucker's resignation after
disclosure of a ‘consensual relationship’ with a co-worker.

Chris Cuomo, if and when he files the arbitration, will ask for the network to pay back
his mounting legal and public relations bills, which are said to exceed $300,000. He
will also seek to retain money from his four-year $20 million contract, these people
add.
Maybe most importantly, people with knowledge of the matter say, Chris Cuomo
wants any deal to be predicated on either a statement from CNN that he did not
violate internal rules, or a clause that he can publicly repair his reputation at some
point.

"(Chris’s) lawyers might feel differently, but (he) won’t keep quiet for money," said
one person close to CNN.

Some media observers say CNN might be willing to settle with Chris Cuomo as long
as it receives a confidentiality agreement that prevents him from speaking publicly
about the matter because the controversy comes at a delicate time for the company.

CNN’s parent, AT&T is seeking regulatory approval from the Biden Justice
Department, to spin off its Warner Media subsidiary that includes CNN and
properties like HBO, into a separate company run by Discovery Inc., and its chief
David Zaslav.

Now, sources tell Fox Business some Democratic lawmakers have been raising
questions about the way CNN was handling news involving Andrew Cuomo including
the propriety of the network’s near-monopoly of interviewing the former governor
during the early days of the pandemic when other networks were also seeking his
input.

https://www.foxbusiness.com/category/fox-news-democrats


CNN says it will go back to using smaller studios amid efforts to limit Covid-19
transmission. (Photo: Daniel Slim/Agence France-Presse/Getty Images)

Chris Cuomo, meanwhile, plans to argue that while he interviewed his brother during
those days it was Gollust and Zucker who pushed Andrew Cuomo to go on his
brother’s show as a way to help his brother’s career at the network.

Advisers to then-governor Cuomo were worried about the optics of the two brothers
appearing in light-hearted segments when other news outlets were requesting
interviews.
"They were dangling in front of Andrew that he would help Chris’s career if he went
on CNN so he shouldn’t do other shows," said one person close to CNN. "How is that
not anti-competitive when other networks needed to hear from the governor?"

Michael Avenatti found guilty of bilking Stormy Daniels out of nearly $300K in
book proceeds.
Stephanie Pagones, Lucas Manfredi & Marta Dhanis - FOX Business

Avenatti convicted for pocketing nearly $300K from adult film actress Stormy
Daniels' $800K book advance

Michael Avenatti has been found guilty of charges of wire fraud and aggravated
identity theft for bilking a former client, adult film star Stormy Daniels, out of nearly
$300,000 in book proceeds.

The jury spent about 15 and a half hours deliberating before returning the verdict on
Friday afternoon. The wire fraud charge carries a maximum penalty of 20 years in
prison, while the aggravated identity theft charge carries a mandatory term of
imprisonment of two years.

Avenatti – who stared straight ahead as his fate was read – was subsequently ordered
to surrender to federal court officials in California no later than 5 p.m. on Monday.
His sentencing date was scheduled for May 24.

https://www.foxbusiness.com/person/p/stephanie-pagones
https://www.foxbusiness.com/person/m/lucas-manfredi
http://www.foxbusiness.com/


"I’m very disappointed," he said briefly after the verdict was read. "I look forward to
a full adjudication of all the issues. Thank you."

Michael Avenatti, center, arrives to Federal court in Manhattan, Thursday, Jan. 27,
2022, in New York.

Clark Brewster, who represents Daniels, told Fox News his client was "relieved this
nightmare is over."

"The text communications between Stormy and Mr Avenatti in real time was
overwhelming proof of his deceit and embezzlement. The forgery of her name and his
concealed directive to wire the money to him was irrefutable," Brewster said.

"Still, Mr Avenatti possessed the uncanny ability to steadfastly deny the crimes and
persuade others he was entitled to the embezzled funds. Stormy is pleased that the
justice system worked."

Jurors had indicated turmoil behind the scenes. In a note sent to the court on Friday,
the jury foreperson told U.S. District Judge Jesse M. Furman that one juror was "not
going on evidence" but was basing her conclusions instead on "all emotions."

Avenatti immediately requested the judge declare a mistrial. Instead, Furman told the
jury that it must follow its pledge to base any decision on the evidence.



Michael Avenatti, left, leaves Federal court in Manhattan, Friday, Jan. 21, 2022. (AP
Photo/Mary Altaffer)

Earlier on Friday, Furman declined Avenatti’s previous motion for mistrial, which
the attorney had filed after Daniels had appeared for an interview with a news
broadcast that morning.

Furman called Avenatti’s motion "beyond frivolous," court papers show.

And on Thursday, jurors sent a note that they were unable to come to a consensus on
the wire fraud charge. Furman instructed them to continue their deliberations,
reminding the jurors of the commitment they made to work toward a verdict.

After the jury resumed deliberations on Thursday, Avenatti told reporters: "The case
isn’t as clear-cut as the government wants everybody to believe."

Adult film actress/director Stormy Daniels and attorney Michael Avenatti attend the
2019 Adult Video News Awards at The Joint inside the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino on

January 26, 2019 in Las Vegas, Nevada. (Gabe Ginsberg/Getty Images)



Avenatti was accused of pocketing nearly $300,000 from adult Daniels' $800,000
advance for her autobiography, "Full Disclosure," in 2018.

Prosecutors said Avenatti used a fake document to make it appear as though Daniels
approved of her book proceeds going into a bank account controlled by him.

Daniels and Avenatti were a team in 2018 as he represented her in lawsuits against
former President Trump. She hired him in her bid to speak publicly about claims of a
tryst with Trump a decade earlier, despite being paid $130,000 shortly before the
2016 presidential election to remain silent.

Avenatti, who represented himself during the trial, told jurors during closing
arguments on Wednesday that he and his firm had spent millions of dollars "to the
benefit of Ms. Daniels" and that he had a "good faith belief" that he was entitled to a
"reasonable percentage" of proceeds after being "instrumental" in securing and
finalizing her book deal.

"I was her advocate, I was her champion. I put everything on the line. I wanted to
help her," Avenatti said. "According to the government, Michael Avenatti could never
have believed that he had the right to be paid. That is ludicrous, and it is not
supported by the evidence."

However, Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert Sobelman argued that Avenatti "got tangled
in his own web of lies," pointing the jury to a "mountain of evidence," including text
messages and bank statements.

"The defendant was a lawyer who stole from his own client. She thought that he was
her own advocate, but he betrayed her, and he told lies to try to cover it all up,"
Sobelman said. "The defendant's lies and betrayal were exposed."

The verdict comes after Avenatti was already sentenced to two and a half years in
prison for trying to extort up to $25 million from Nike with threats that he would
otherwise spoil the apparel maker's reputation.

The Los Angeles case resulted in a mistrial last year as Avenatti represented himself.

Little boy in northern Morocco is stuck in a well: Is there hope for him?
People around the world are praying for the survival of young Rayan, who's been
stuck in a well in northern Morocco since Tuesday.
Maureen Mackey -Fox News

We have to pray and hope for this courageous, young boy: Dr. Marc Siegel
Fox News medical contributor has the latest on the boy trapped in a 100-ft well in
Morocco on 'Tucker Carlson Tonight.'

A little boy in northern Morocco has been stuck deep down in a well — and rescuers
have been racing to try to get to him and save his life.

https://www.foxnews.com/person/m/maureen-mackey
http://video.foxnews.com/v/6295580111001
https://www.foxnews.com/category/world/world-regions/africa


The rescue workers are frantically digging to try to reach the 5-year-old boy named
Rayan, who is trapped down a 105-foot deep well, officials said on Thursday.

Unstable soil has been threatening the painstaking work of trying to dig the child out
safely, the Associated Press reported — and fears are growing it may be too late.
Online messages of support and concern for the boy, Rayan, poured in from around
the world as the rescue efforts dragged on. As of Saturday morning, the race to reach
him continues.

A young boy identified only as Rayan has been stuck in a well in northern Morocco
since Tuesday of this week. (FADEL SENNA/AFP via Getty Images)

The boy has been stuck in the well, located in the northern village of Ighran in
Morocco’s Chefchaouen province, since Tuesday evening. Rescuers said on Thursday
they managed to get down oxygen and water to him, and also got a response from
him.

The rescue effort has attracted crowds of people to the site of the operation. (FADEL
SENNA/AFP via Getty Images)

"I pray and beg God that he comes out of that well alive and safe," his mother
Wassima Kharchich told local television 2M.

"Please God, ease my pain and his, in that hole of dust."



Khalid Agoram, the boy’s father, told another local broadcaster that he had been
looking for his son for hours on Tuesday before figuring out that he had fallen into
the well.

Rescue workers used a rope to provide an oxygen tube and water to the boy. Yet they
were unable to reach the hole where he's trapped.

As of Saturday morning, they apparently are several feet away from him after digging
a parallel tunnel to try to reach him as well as a horizontal tunnel to connect to the
original one.

Rescue workers are desperately trying to reach five-year-old Rayan, who's been stuck
in a well since Tuesday. (FADEL SENNA/AFP via Getty Images)

Earlier, they sent down a CCTV camera to monitor him, according to Morocco’s
official MAP news agency. Local publications reported that crews have pumped
oxygen into the part of the well he occupies.

Rescue teams are working to save the life of a small boy trapped in a well. (FADEL
SENNA/AFP via Getty Images)

Emergency teams are standing by to take the boy to the hospital the moment he's
freed from the well, according to local reports.



San Francisco PD Chief Stops Letting DA Investigate Cops After DA Is Accused Of
Illegal Conduct
Sandy Malone - The Police tribune

San Francisco, CA – The chief of the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) said
his department won’t work with the district attorney’s office on criminal
investigations of police officers anymore after a whistleblower revealed prosecutors
had been withholding evidence in a use-of-force case against an officer.

Magen Hayashi, a criminal investigator for San Francisco District Attorney Chesa
Boudin’s office, testified on Jan. 27 that she had been ordered to withhold
exculpatory evidence in order to convict an officer of excessive force, FOX
News reported.

Hayashi told the judge she was led to believe she would lose her job if she refused to
do what they told her to do in the excessive force case against San Francisco Police
Officer Terrance Stangel.

The officer is facing excessive force charges in connection with an incident that
occurred in October of 2019 when Officer Stangel was responding to a domestic
violence call, KNTV reported.

Prosecutors have alleged that the officer beat Dacari Spiers with his baton
unnecessarily and broke the suspect’s wrist and leg, FOX News reported.

Hayashi testified before a San Francisco Superior Court judge that there was a
female witness who had claimed she saw Spiers beating a woman right before the
officer hit him, KNTV reported.

The whistleblower told the judge she hadn’t disclosed that witness’s statement
because she was made to believe she would be fired for doing so, the San Francisco
Chronicle reported.

Hayashi also claimed she was forced to sign affidavits.

https://policetribune.com/san-francisco-das-investigator-testifies-she-was-told-to-withhold-evidence-to-convict-cop/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/san-francisco-police-chief-cuts-agreement-chesa-boudin
https://www.foxnews.com/us/san-francisco-police-chief-cuts-agreement-chesa-boudin
https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/San-Francisco-judge-unmoved-by-testimony-that-16812327.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/San-Francisco-judge-unmoved-by-testimony-that-16812327.php


“It was a general understanding in my experience in this office, if you don’t sign these
things you’ll be fired,” she told the judge.

Officer Stangel’s attorney, Nicole Pifari, filed a motion to dismiss the charges against
her client on Jan. 24 and cited “prosecutorial misconduct” and “deceptive” methods
by Boudin’s office, FOX News reported.

“The DA’s deceit and concealment of real evidence is disturbing, it is corrupt, and it
is a violation of public trust. Most importantly, however, it is illegal,” the motion
read.

It turned out the witness the prosecution had withheld was the same woman who had
called 911 to report that Spiers was beating a woman that night, FOX News reported.

Pifari also included a transcript of the witness’s 911 call in her memo of support for
the motion to dismiss.

“I would like to report… I think it’s called domestic violence or something because,
um, there’s this guy who is beating up on this girl… He’s like, um, holding her like by
the neck, like draggin’ her by the neck… She was trying to get away, then he grabbed,
and then he got her again,” the woman told the 911 call taker.

Pifari also claimed there was a second witness who gave police a statement with the
same story with similar details, FOX News reported.

Following the revelations by the whistleblower, San Francisco Police Chief Bill Scott
sent a letter to the district attorney on Wednesday that addressed the allegations
against Boudin’s office, FOX News reported.

“Very serious concerns have been brought to my attention regarding recent testimony
in the Superior Court of the County of San Francisco from a member of the D.A.’s
Office who was assigned as an investigator to your Independent Investigations
Bureau at the time of the incident in question,” Chief Scott wrote.

“Other evidence that was brought forward to the court corroborated the D.A.
Investigator’s testimony as it related to violations of the (Memo Of Understanding)
agreement,” the letter continued.

“It appears that the D.A.’s Office has an ongoing practice of investigations against
SFPD officers that includes withholding and concealing information and evidence the
SFPD is entitled to have to further ancillary criminal investigations in accordance
with the MOU.”

The MOU at issue was created in 2019 and gave the district attorney’s office the lead
role in criminal investigations of SFPD officers, FOX News reported.

The mutual agreement between SFPD and the district attorney’s office was renewed
in 2021 for another two years.



Chief Scott wrote in the letter that he had already reached out to California Attorney
General Rob Bonta’s office for guidance on formally terminating the agreement, FOX
News reported.

A spokesman for Boudin’s office tried to point the blame back at the police
department and called Chief Scott’s termination of the MOU “disappointing but no
coincidence SFPD chose to withdraw from this agreement during the first-ever trial
against an on-duty San Francisco police officer for an unlawful beating.”

Chief Scott and Boudin have butted heads in the past after the famously anti-cop and
anti-incarceration district attorney refused to pursue charges against a suspect who
injured two officers when he lunged at them with a knife, FOX News reported.

The police chief has also complained about Boudin’s reform policies that put almost
all but the most violent of criminals back on San Francisco’s streets.

“When crimes are committed against police officers, whether it’s a minor assault —
in my opinion, there’s no such thing as a minor assault against a police officer,”
Chief Scott said last week.

“When an officer’s out there doing the job that the public is asking them to do and
they’re doing it lawfully and doing it within the policies, and they’re attacked, that’s
not a minor thing.

“And whether that attack results in no injury or a minor injury or death, like we saw
with our fallen officers in New York, nothing about attacking a police officer is minor,”
the police chief continued.

“And when the evidence is there, it is my professional and personal opinion that there
should be consequences when police officers are attacked. And I think when there are
policies that broadly dismiss those cases, that’s a real problem. It’s a problem for our
society, and it’s a problem for policing.”

Sen. Grassley Demands Answers On Biden Family Ties With China
OAN Newsroom



Senate Judiciary Committee ranking member Chuck Grassley, of Iowa, speaks during
hearing for Vanita Gupta, nominated to be Associate Attorney General, and Lisa
Monaco nominated to be Deputy Attorney General, on Capitol Hill, Tuesday, March
9, 2021, in Washington. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon)

Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) commented on the latest Department of Justice
criminal probe into business ties between the Biden family and America’s greatest
rival. The Republican lawmaker is requesting information about its probes into the
their business ties with China.

While speaking on the Senate floor recently, Grassley stressed the DOJ has
contradicted itself and downplayed its probes into Hunter Biden’s suspected money
laundering from China.

“I’ve asked serious ethical questions of the Justice Department that the department so
far has refused to answer,” stated the lawmaker. “…Our letters have provided
Attorney General Garland the opportunity to hit the ball right out of the park, instead
he doesn’t even try to make a swing.”

Grassley pointed out that Hunter made millions of dollars from business ventures
with Chinese oligarchs and state-owned companies. He added, White House officials
appear to be covering up the Hunter Biden criminal case.

“What’s the Biden Justice Department hiding?” asked the senator. “This blatantly
inconsistent treatment has cast a cloud over Hunter Biden’s criminal case. Just
imagine if this fact pattern had involved between President Trump and his sons. The
media would have gone nuts over it.”

The Republican also denounced the secrecy and suspected mishandling of Hunter
Biden’s case. He called for full transparency.

“The American people are rightly skeptical of how the Justice Department is handling
the Hunter Biden criminal investigation,” said Grassley. “The secrecy and the lack of
transparency will only increase the skepticism the American people have.”



The Iowa lawmaker warned he and fellow GOP Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) will not
stop doing “good government oversight” on this issue because the American people
deserve answers.



Ottawa Declares Emergency as Protests Spin ‘Out of Control’
Jen Skerritt - Bloomberg

Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- Canada’s capital city remained under a state of emergency Monday
as police tried to rein in protests against vaccine mandates and Covid-19 restrictions.
Most Read from Bloomberg

Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson, who declared the emergency, said that increasingly
rowdy demonstrations posed a “serious danger and threat to the safety and security
of residents.” Hundreds of trucks continue to occupy the downtown area near
Canada’s parliament with no sign that the protesters plan to leave.

Truckers and their supporters have been stockpiling jerry cans of diesel and other
necessities. They built a wood shed as a kitchen and set up logistics centers in a
downtown park and the parking lot of a baseball stadium.

But on Sunday, police fenced off the park and showed up at the stadium location to
seize fuel cans, propane cannisters and vehicles. A total of seven people were arrested
as part of investigations related to the protests, according to a statement from the
Ottawa Police Service. It said there are more the 60 active criminal investigations,
primarily for mischief, thefts, hate crimes and property damage.

The protests started in reaction to Canadian and U.S. laws that went into effect in
January, requiring truckers crossing the border to be fully vaccinated. They’ve since
morphed into a rally against Covid restrictions more broadly. Demonstrators have
been camped out in the capital since Jan. 28.

The Canadian protest, which expanded to cities across the country this weekend, was
championed by the likes of Fox News and by podcaster Joe Rogan, Tesla Inc.
billionaire Elon Musk and former U.S. President Donald Trump.

https://ottawa.ca/en/news/mayor-watson-declares-state-emergency-ottawa-due-ongoing-demonstration
https://www.ottawapolice.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?lang=en&newsId=eea9ddff-2d3a-4327-8a2b-34fa5c39579c


In Ottawa, the truckers’ blockade of streets and use of air horns for days -- sometimes
deep into the night -- has angered residents. A court will hear a request on Monday
for an injunction against the use of the horns.

The city’s police force has also warned people that they could be arrested for
bringing “material supports,” including fuel, to the protest zone.

“The situation at this point is completely out of control because the individuals with
the protest are calling the shots,” Watson said early Sunday in an interview with
CFRA, a local radio station. “They have far more people than we have police
officers.”

The state of emergency “highlights the need for support from other jurisdictions and
levels of government,” the city said Sunday night. It was unclear to what extent
Ottawa would receive outside help.

Last week, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau seemed to rule out using the army to
disperse the protesters, but the demonstrations have intensified since then. Ontario
Premier Doug Ford said his government, which has ultimate responsibility over local
policing, has given Ottawa city hall “everything they have asked for and will continue
to provide whatever support they request.”

The nerves of local Ottawa residents are “frayed beyond belief” and they’re suffering
as protesters blare horns and ignite fireworks, Watson said. Additional officers from
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police are being brought in from other parts of the
province, he said.

“Clearly, we’re outnumbered and we’re losing this battle right now,” Watson said.
“This has to be reversed. We have to get our city back.”

Bloomberg Covid Rebellion Brews In Canada, Sending Warning Across Globe
Protests in other Canadian cities went off over the weekend with mostly minor

incidents.
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Toronto police arrested a 22-year-old man after he set off a smoke bomb. In Winnipeg,
police arrested a 42-year-old man who drove through a group of protesters
downtown, injuring four.

In Vancouver, police arrested five people amid reports of cars being kicked and nails
being thrown on roadways. One of them, a 29-year-old U.S. citizen from Washington
state, was caught wearing a balaclava and pulling a wagon full of egg cartons. He
had a knife in a sheath tied to his belt and two eggs in his jacket pocket, police said.

Protesters with tractors and trucks also blocked off a highway in southern Ontario
that leads to the Blue Water Bridge, one of the major crossings from Canada into
Michigan. It was cleared Sunday night, according to Michigan’s transportation
department.

(Updates with information about request for court injunction, bridge blockade.)

Mekong water levels are their lowest in 60 years. China's dams are to blame, critics
say.
Keir Simmons, Rhoda Kwan, Nat Sumon, Jennifer Jett, Yuka Tachibana - NBC
News

NBC News

CHIANG KHONG, Thailand — For Pianporn Deetes, the Mekong is more than a
river.

“This is not just liquid, but this is the entire life-supporting system,” Deetes, a local
activist, said recently on a wooden long-tail boat heading upstream in
northern Thailand’s Chiang Rai province.

The Mekong, one of the world’s longest waterways, runs about 2,500 miles from its
source in the heights of the Tibetan Plateau. Its sinuous path takes it through six
countries: China, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam, where it flows
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into the South China Sea. Tens of millions of people rely on the river, whose name is
sometimes translated as the “mother of waters,” for food, water, energy and income.

Now Deetes, who calls herself a “child of the Mekong,” is battling to save the river
she grew up with.

The banks of the fast-moving river are lined with crops, grazing livestock and
pontoons for fishing villages. But the fish have been disappearing: The Mekong River
Commission — an intergovernmental group made up of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand
and Vietnam — estimated that this stretch of river has 40 percent fewer fish than it
did 10 years ago.

Environmentalists and experts blame 11 dams China has built on the Upper Mekong
within its borders, which they say are contributing to historic flooding and droughts
that have damaged fish spawning areas and upended people’s lives.

They say water levels could be further disrupted by another 11 dams — many of them
financed by Chinese companies — that are planned for the Lower Mekong, including
two that Laos has opened since 2019.

“We’re not talking about one or two people or one or two problems,” said Deetes, 42,
the regional campaigns and communications director for Southeast Asia at
International Rivers, a nonprofit group based in California.

“What we are talking about is a large number of people and the regional economy.”

A fishing village in the district of Chiang Saen was nearly deserted on a recent visit,
with 18 pontoons for boats but only five fishermen. Singkham Wantanam, 64, has
been fishing since he was 12. Once, he made enough money to put his children
through college, he said, but now the fish are gone, and so is his livelihood. He said
he had caught no fish that day.

“It’s been like this every two or three days,” he said.

Environmentalist Niwat Roykaew, 61, lives beside the river in Chiang Khong district.

“When the river has problems, the people beside the river have problems,” said
Roykaew, the founder of the Rak Chiang Khong Conservation Group, which has
opposed the proposed Pak Beng dam on the Mekong in Laos.

“You don’t have the food because you don’t have the fish.”

As for the existing dams in China, Roykaew said, it is important to address how to
reduce their negative impact.

“There must be discussion on how much water will be released, when it will be
released, how it will be released,” he said.

China says climate change and reduced rainfall are to blame for the Mekong’s water
levels, which the Mekong River Commission says are at their lowest in more than 60

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/china/philippines-tells-china-back-after-south-china-sea-standoff-n1284077
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years. Beijing also denies that its dams have caused a collapse in fishing stocks
downstream or that it fails to inform other Mekong countries about dam activity.

In late 2020, it launched an online platform to share hydrological data year-round.
“As the most upstream country, China has always given full consideration to the
concerns of the downstream countries,” E Jingping, then the Chinese minister of
water resources, said at the time, according to Chinese state media.

NBC News Construction of the Nam Tha 1 Dam (Taylor Weidman / Bloomberg via
Getty Images file)

The Ministry of Water Resources did not respond to a request for comment.
The other Mekong countries, which are dependent on China for trade and investment
and reluctant to offend Beijing, have criticized the dams but often struggled to present
a united front.

Laos in particular has welcomed Chinese investment in hydropower projects as the
landlocked country ramps up energy production in hope of becoming the “battery of
Southeast Asia.” Cambodia, by contrast, has said it will suspend all work on Mekong
dams until 2030.

The tensions over development on the Mekong are gaining more attention regionally
and globally, drawing comparisons to China’s territorial disputes with multiple
Southeast Asian countries in the South China Sea.

Last year, the Mekong River Commission held its first formal meeting about water
security with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, which includes all the
Mekong countries except China.



Tang Chhin Sothy Image: Cambodian fisherman Sles Hiet lives at the mercy of the
Mekong (Tang Chhin Sothy / AFP via Getty Images)

The dams have also become another flashpoint in China’s relations with the U.S.,
which in 2020 launched the Mekong-U.S. Partnership to counter Chinese influence in
the region.

There are signs that China, faced with regional backlash, has been trying to revise its
approach. Roykaew said he had met twice with senior executives from China Datang
Corp., the state-owned power company behind the Pak Beng project in Laos, which
would be the northernmost of the 11 new dams.

“They came to ask why we didn’t want the dam construction. I explained to them, and
they didn’t know how to argue with us,” he said.

China Datang Corp. did not respond to a request for comment; the Pak Beng dam is
still poised to begin construction. But Roykaew said he drew hope from Thai activists’
2020 defeat of a Chinese plan to turn parts of the Mekong into a canal for huge
container-ships.

“I believe China has ears, but when will their ears open up to listen to our voice?”
Roykaew said. “I believe one day they will listen.”

U.S. Patience With China Wears Thin as Trade-Deal Pledges Unmet
Jenny Leonard & Eric Martin - Bloomberg



Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- The U.S. is losing patience with China after the nation failed to meet
its purchase commitments under their trade agreement reached during the Trump
administration, according to American officials.

The U.S. has engaged with China’s government on the shortfalls, but hasn’t seen any
real signs of the nation making good on its commitments over the last several months,
the officials said, asking not to be named without permission to speak publicly.

While China continues to talk with the U.S., the Biden administration wants the
nation to take concrete action, and that hasn’t happened, the officials said. The
administration is continuing to press China to comply, but sees the experience thus
far as illustrating the limits of the so-called phase-one deal that it inherited, the
officials said.

China didn’t meet the purchasing targets in the agreement, in which it pledged to buy
an extra $200 billion in U.S. agriculture, energy and manufactured products over the
2017 level in the two years through the end of 2021.
At the same time, U.S. Trade Representative Katherine Tai has said repeatedly that
the Biden administration’s concerns go beyond the purchase commitments and
include Beijing’s state-centered industrial policy.

While U.S. December data won’t be available until Tuesday, data through November
show that China’s imports from the U.S. amounted to less than 60% of its pledges.
Beijing also committed to combat the theft of U.S. intellectual property and open up
its domestic market to U.S. financial service providers.

The Biden administration took months at its start to review its predecessor’s policy
toward China and deliberate on a new direction to deal with Beijing’s economic
practices, putting its initial focus on domestic policy and Covid-19 relief. The U.S.
has maintained tariffs on more than $300 billion of annual Chinese exports as
leverage.



Biden last month said that he’d like to be in a position to say that China is meeting
more of the nation’s commitments and therefore some tariffs can be lifted, but “we’re
not there yet.”

Last month, both Tai and her deputy in charge of Asia, Sarah Bianchi, said talks with
Chinese counterparts on trade issues have been “difficult.”

China’s lack of compliance with the deal is the purview of the USTR and the White
House is in close touch with Tai’s office about updates on the process, spokeswoman
Jen Psaki said.
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Biden Sees Double-Digit Drop In Approval Among Black Voters, Even Worse Among
Young Black Voters: Survey

https://theparadise.ng/biden-sees-double-digit-drop-in-approval-among-black-voters-
even-worse-among-young-black-voters-survey/amp/

Joe Biden’s approval rating among African-Americans has dropped significantly
during his presidency, as his approval overall continues to slide.

A focus group of African Americans in the states of Michigan, Texas, and Georgia,
conducted by Democratic surveyor Navigator Research, found that Biden’s approval
among black people fell 10 percentage points over the course of the year 2021, from
86% in January 2021, shortly after Biden took office, to 76% in 2022.

Even more surprising, Biden’s approval among black voters under 35 declined by a
full 25% over the past year, from 88% in 2021 to just 63% in 2022.

Biden’s base of support was very tepid, the focus group found, with neither
enthusiastic support nor intense disapproval. Asked to grade Biden’s “progress
report” so far, voters gave him mostly “C” grades, with a few “Ds,” and even fewer
“Bs.”

Asked to pinpoint some of the Biden administration’s positives and negatives, voters
pointed to health care and returning to the Paris Climate Accord as positives.
“Health care. Most definitely. The best thing we got going right now,” said one
Georgia man.

“There’s more help for those that weren’t able to get health care or didn’t think they
could afford it. It’s more affordable at the present time and it’s better coverage.”

“I think he’s had a good COVID response, getting Fauci on board, getting that rolled
out. I think, what I said before, repairing relationships with allies. I guess it’s more
specific. We rejoined the Paris Climate Accord,” said another.

Voters were much more direct in pointing out negatives. “I invest in stocks. They’re
down significantly than where they were a year ago. … To me, that’s not going well,”
said a Texas woman.

“I was recently laid off. Also, the gas prices. Even though I don’t even drive, I drive
an electric car, I notice every once in a while gas prices are over $3 right now… Oh,
and of course COVID is going on right now. And I’m sure things are getting better,
but I’m just done with COVID.”

Another woman put it more bluntly: “I don’t think anything, really, is going good in
our country right now.”

Many voters were not overtly angry with Biden, but were disappointed in his lack of
transparency and failure to move on his domestic agenda, specifically on student loan

https://theparadise.ng/biden-sees-double-digit-drop-in-approval-among-black-voters-even-worse-among-young-black-voters-survey/amp/
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forgiveness. 84% of black voters surveyed said they wanted to hear more from Biden,
with 44% who had strong feelings about it.

“If you noticed Trump the last four years and how active he was on camera and off
camera with stimulus checks or whether it be this or that, you actually saw him doing
work, whether it was good or bad,” said one Michigan man.

“But Biden, you don’t even see him at all. What do we know about our well being
right now, as far as him being president? He hasn’t said anything about helping us
get through COVID part two. I just feel like it’s a lack of communication between the
top and the bottom.”

“I think he’s a C because there’s a lot of things he promised. And I feel like Trump
had more of an impact, even though I did not like Trump as President. But he had
more of an impact than Biden has done for the past few months,” said one Georgia
woman.

“The promises made on the campaign for student loans, they haven’t been kept,”
added a Georgia man.

“I don’t expect something as extreme as a $10,000 or a $50,000 elimination of
student loans, simply because I don’t think people on the other side of the aisle would
even allow something like that. But any progress at all would be helpful on that front,
maybe cutting interest rates on those loans.”

Biden’s approval rating among Americans more broadly has been trending
downward. A recent Harvard-Harris poll showed Biden at the lowest point of his
presidency, with just 39% approval.

A recent Gallup poll found that Biden, while still personally likeable, has lost much
belief in several important character traits, including leadership, government
management, and good judgment during times of crisis.

A Rasmussen Reports poll found that 50% of likely voters want to see Biden
impeached, and another poll found that a majority of voters think Biden will go down
as one of the worst Presidents in history.


